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Sunday 31 Jul 2016 
 
AMI Executive Director Lynne Lawrence welcomed participants to the 5th Educateurs sans Frontières 
(EsF) Assembly.  AMI President Philip O’Brien then gave his introduction reminding the participants 
that Maria Montessori sought to protect quality implementation of her principles.  We can go back to 
the child as a way forward.  AMI Global Ambassador, André Roberfroid, attending his fourth EsF 
Assembly, gave his introduction. The previous Assembly in Thailand marked a turning point, attracting 
many Montessorians from broader backgrounds, but what unites all EsF participants is the sense of 
not yet being fully satisfied in their work. Lynne then spoke on housekeeping matters and described 
the format of the Assembly. Participants were invited to take 30 minutes to get to know one another. 
Each participant then introduced one other participant to the whole group.   
 
In the afternoon, Lynne gave a presentation on ‘Working for Social Change: the Montessori 
Perspective’, that included the history of EsF, as it sits with the three AMI pillars – Legacy, Capacity 
and Outreach.  Lynne confirmed the origins of EsF, encapsulated within Montessori’s idea of The 
White Cross, pre-date the founding of AMI.  Renilde Montessori had brought EsF to life at the first 
Assembly in 1999 in Citta di Castello, Italy.  Lynne also demonstrated the contemporary relevance of 
EsF, linking its work to United Nations initiatives, such as the Incheon Declaration and the Sustainable 
Development Goals. She reminded the participants that Montessori’s vision was not cast in stone and 
that EsF was responsive and evolving.  
 
Participants were then invited to join their reading groups for the first reading session. Reading groups 
offered the opportunity to deepen understanding of Montessori principles through dialogue in relation 
to a text. At the end of the first reading group session, participants came back together to share 
Pearls of the Day. Philip and Lynne concluded the formal part of the day. Participants were invited to 
join in traditional Indian outdoor games, followed by dinner.  
 
 



 
 
Monday 01 Aug 2016 
 
Monday began with two 6 am options for early starters - yoga or a nature walk. The formal EsF 
session began at 9am, with two Indian participants singing.  Lynne Lawrence welcomed everyone 
and outlined the programme for the day.  The first presentation, entitled ‘Montessori in India: The 
Movement and the People’ was given by AMI Director of Training, Uma Ramani. Uma traced the 
development of education in India from pre-colonial days through the changes that occurred under 
British rule. She noted the influence of three key figures on educational policy: Gijubhai Badheka, 
Rabindranath Tagore and Mahatma Gandhi.  Montessori’s work in India could then be seen in its 
historic and political context. Uma described how Montessori first came to Adyar in 1939 at the 
invitation of the Theosophical Society. She expected to stay six months, but was there for six years.  
Her first course anticipated 50 students and drew 300. Uma also spoke about the involvement of 
Mario Montessori and Albert Joosten in promoting the movement in India.  She finished by quoting 
some current statistics that showed there was much more work to be done. 
 
Kalpana Vishwas then gave a very touching presentation that told the story of the inspirational 
contribution of Khursheed (Miss K. E.) Taraporewallas.  Kursheed was a physically weak child who did 
not walk until the age of four, but then worked hard all her life and walked until the age of 93.  She 
attended one of Montessori’s Indian training courses and formed a warm relationship with 
‘Mammolina’.  Kursheed worked abroad to save enough money to set up her own Montessori school, 
which was founded in 1953.  Kalpana is Khursheed’s daughter-in-law and fondly recalled stories of 
how Kursheed patiently nurtured each child’s potential.  Her presentation finished with a slide show of 
historic photographs. 
 
Lynne then gave a presentation on the Key Components of the EsF Assembly: Deepen 
Understanding, Preparation and Applicable Practice.  At the end of the Assembly, the goal was to 
capture the proceedings and gather the stories of participants. In addition, Lynne hoped that two 
documents could be created as support for the field: one to identify the core values and essential 



Montessori principles required for EsF work; the other to describe the preparation needed to become 
an Educateur.  Mary Caroline Parker would lead a working group to address the first document.  
Jacquie Maughan would lead a working group to address the second. Victoria Barrès would work 
with a small group to investigate capturing stories. An excerpt of a film featuring Andy Goodman 
speaking on Storytelling best practice was shown.  
 
After lunch, Vidya Shankar from the Relief Foundation in Chennai, gave a presentation on ‘Building 
Montessori Families’.  Vidya spoke about the journey she had taken to develop a resource centre for 
families. This involved setting up a repository of Montessori resources, orienting staff and families, and 
developing a training and succession plan. Both a rural and an urban model were presented and 
Vidya showed a film of parents speaking about the centres. Participants then met in their reading 
groups before reporting back the Pearls of the Day. An optional meeting was held for participants 
interested in advancing the Indian Montessori movement. Children from the Pragnya Montessori 
School in Hyderabad treated participants to a special evening of traditional Indian dance 
performances, including dinner, to finish the day.   
	  
	  

	  
	  
	  
	  
Tuesday 02 Aug 2016 
 
Yoga or a nature walk are continuing as early morning options for EsF participants. The official 
proceedings for the day began at 9 am with Lynne Lawrence quoting Margaret Mead and sharing 
three Pearls from the previous day. Phillip O’Brien then gave a presentation on the United Nations 17 
Sustainable Development Goals (SDGs).  Phillip’s informative presentation included everything from 
dancing to debate. He explained how the SDGs grew out of the Millennium Development Goals. In 
the SDGs the word ‘sustainable’ has become significant. Phillip also referred to a provocative 
publication issued by the Organisation for Economic Co-operation and Development (OECD) entitled 
‘Trends Shaping Education 2016’. The OECD questions the future of families, the future of the nation-



state, and whether cities are the new countries. A group discussion was held about aspects of this 
brave new world. Lynne brought the focus back to the SDGs saying that it was important that the 
Montessori community links its work to these trends. She challenged the participants to come up with 
linking statements by the last day of the Assembly.   
 
During the lunch break, The Child in Nature video was shown for interested participants. After lunch, 
two presentations were given by Montessorians who documented the journey of their schools.  
Parimala Rani Thipparthy outlined the challenge of developing a small rural school in the village of 
Gopalpet in Telangana state. Monica Ferri spoke on the establishment of the Fundación Dejemos 
Huellas to support low-income children and the development of the Escuela Monte Carmelo in Quito 
Ecuador.   
 
Most participants then focused on the three workgroups to address essential values and principles, 
preparation of the Educateur, and the capturing of stories. The Assembly came back together for 
comments and questions at the end.  Side activities available during the day included purchasing 
traditional Indian clothing, pearls and jewellery, purchasing Montessori books and Mehendi. 
 
 

 
 
	  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 



Wednesday 03 Aug 2016 
 
Lynne Lawrence began the day sharing three of the Pearls of the previous day and addressing 
housekeeping matters. She introduced some additional guests that were present including two 6-12 
children, who stayed for some of the morning.   
 
Lynne then introduced Sraddhalu Ranade, a scientist, educator and scholar based at the Sri 
Aurobindo Ashram in Pondicherry, India. Sraddhalu shared his understanding of a current global 
crisis, for which the solution is consciousness. He described his two principles of teaching. Firstly, 
that nothing can be taught and that our process of learning is an emergence of what was already 
innate. Secondly, that the mind must be consulted on its own growth. Many of the principles 
espoused by Sraddhalu ran parallel with those of Montessori. At the end of his presentation, he read 
out a historic message written by Montessori ‘To the children’ on the occasion of the founding of his 
ashram.   
 
After lunch, the participants were divided into new reading groups and broke into these groups for 
deep study from Montessori texts. Later in the day, the Assembly returned to the three working 
groups to progress the three projects of EsF values and principles; Educateur preparation; and 
Capturing stories. Lynne closed the day by inviting comments and written Pearls from participants. 
The Indian Group met again under the direction of Uma Ramani to continue their exploration of ways 
forward, including a proposed pilot programme. The Assembly was brought together later to view a 
wonderful performance by local children singing Indian songs and playing recorder. The children and 
their families joined the participants for dinner afterwards. 
	  
	  

	  
	  
 
 
 
 
 



Thursday 04 Aug 2016 
 
Today was Sari Day at the EsF Assembly. All the women attending had the option to dress up in a 
sari, many ably assisted by the Indian attendees to ensure the saris were worn correctly.  The men 
dressed up too in traditional Indian dress and so the day began with everyone all abuzz in their finery.  
The participants read a quote from Gandhi and sang to call Lakshmi, the goddess of wealth. 
Photographs of Maria and Mario Montessori in traditional Indian dress were also shared. Mid-morning, 
the Assembly joined together for official and unofficial photographs outside in the lush garden.  
 
The guest speaker for the morning, Rajagopal P. V. introduced his talk by teaching to sing the 
inspirational ‘Jai Jagat Pukare Ja’ (Victory to World).  He went on to explain how Gandhi’s ideas 
permeated his work in social change. Any development plan should empower the poorest.  Rajagopal 
stepped participants through a structured process he has found successful in working with 
marginalized youth and other groups. He spoke at length on non-violence, explaining that violence 
can be direct or indirect. Indirect violence is a breeding ground for direct violence. Rajagopal invited 
the participants to network goodness. 
 
After lunch, Victoria Barrès spoke about AMI and UNESCO: Partnerships for Advocacy and Networks.  
Victoria became AMI’s Ambassador to UNESCO in 2003. Her self-imposed task is to build bridges 
between UNESCO and the Montessori movement. This can take time and require great patience and 
persistence. However, AMI has progressed from being an NGO ‘accredited’ with UNESCO, to the 
new category of ‘partner’ and this has brought AMI additional opportunities. Victoria invited 
participants to learn more about this work. She explained some of the history of the Montessori Peace 
movement, including current efforts to support UN initiatives.  
 
Lynne Lawrence shared a beautiful poem with the participants that was written by US Montessori 
sage, John Snyder, especially for the Fifth EsF Assembly.  Amira Nagati spoke in the Open Space 
part of the day, sharing her Montessori work with African Refugees in Cairo.  Amira highlighted the 
challenges of language, culture, and additional needs and shared premises that she has faced so far.  
Yet her slides showed she has overcome many obstacles to create a lovely prepared environment for 
young children and now has future plans that include medical care, professional development and 
research.   
	  
	  

	  



	  
Friday 05 Aug 2016 
 
 
EsF Assembly participants had the chance to go out for some exciting site visits.  A comfortable bus 
and a packed lunch were organised to support the group tour around the Hyderabad region. The first 
stop was Pebble Creek Montessori School, which was founded in 2005 and extended to the 
elementary years in 2008.  The school kindly allowed Assembly participants to walk into the 
classrooms and observe the children working. Staff were very gracious in making themselves 
available to answer questions. The school is now poised for expansion into the secondary years.   
 
At the second stop, Assembly participants visited a traditional weaving group. The techniques 
involved in hand painting on natural fibre fabrics were explained. The artist who did the painting 
showed samples of his work and of the natural paints he used. Inside, Assembly participants were 
able to observe the painstaking work of traditional weaving in process. Those interested were able to 
purchase fabrics to take home.   
 
After lunch, the group enjoyed a visit to a small Muslim Montessori centre for 3-6 children. The 
children sang some songs for Assembly participants and then offered a delicious afternoon tea. The 
final stop of the day was at the market run by Shilparamam Arts, Crafts and Cultural Society, which 
brought together handiwork from a number of rural areas. This was a great place to stop for souvenirs 
before returning to the resort in time for dinner. 
	  
 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 



Saturday 06 Aug 2016 
 
 
Lynne Lawrence opened the day with a quote from Nelson Mandela that was suggested by one of 
the participants of the Fourth EsF Assembly in Thailand. Lynne reported that she had met with 
representatives from the District Office that looked after 3000 schools. After two days of talks she was 
able to announce a pilot project for 25 schools would be undertaken. Anne Kelly gave the morning 
presentation, entitled ‘Changing Lives: Moving from Aged Care Nursing to Aged Care Montessori’.  
Anne’s delivery was powerful and emotive, challenging us to imagine life from the perspective of the 
aged.  She showed videos from a variety of aged care centres to illustrate the effectiveness of 
Montessori approaches, particularly in dementia settings. Anne’s key point was that support was all 
about finding a person’s strengths. The more we do for the elderly, the more we rob them of their 
independence. Anne provided different examples of the detail within prepared environments where 
meaningful roles and activities had been created.  
 
In the afternoon, Christine Harrison gave a presentation on volunteering, as an activity that involved 
preparation, participation and post-participation work (debriefing). Christine drew from her experience 
of working in Thailand to give examples of how to expect the unexpected.  She also told the stories of 
the challenges and successes of two Montessori volunteers: Cathy Swan, who went to a remote 
Indigenous Australian school for two weeks and Eileen who served in Timor-Leste.  Christine invited 
five audience members to join in part of the presentation to demonstrate the impact of trauma.  Lynne 
joined Christine in a role play to show how not to offer help.   
   
In the Open Space session, Solanye Cabrera offered a presentation on her work in a bilingual 
environment in the Minneapolis/St Paul area.  Bai Ling spoke on the Montessori Volunteers 
Association in China and her outreach work with children. At the end of the day, Nagarjun Karnatkam 
demonstrated his skill as a magician and mentalist. Pre-dinner drinks were held at the invitation of the 
Indian EsF hosts and after dinner the fun continued with dancing.   
	  
	  
	  

 
 
 
 



Monday 08 Aug 2016 
 
 
Lynne Lawrence opened the second week of EsF with a quote from Renilde Montessori and the 
Pearls of the Day. She introduced the speaker for the morning, Dr. Prithika Chary, whose mother 
attended one of the training courses given by Maria Montessori during her time in India. Dr. Chary 
gave a fascinating talk about brain development in prenatal and post-natal stages. Dr. Chary drew on 
her extensive medical background to convey the natural miracle of each child.  She described how 
the environment can support neural growth and how issues such as neglect present obstacles to 
healthy brain development.  Dr. Chary demonstrated that Montessori principles such as repetition, 
movement and choice were significant for human development, particularly in the early childhood 
years.  
 
At morning tea, the group celebrated the birthday of EsF participant, Matesha, from Tanzania, with 
chocolate cake delivered on a table decorated with flowers and leaves spelling Matesha’s name.  
Participants had the chance to view and purchase locally made wooden toys, and some books 
written by EsF participant Christinia.  
 
After morning tea, Lynne introduced Amukta Mahapatra, who is the Director of SchoolScape, a 
Centre for Educators offering activity-based learning in Tamil Nadu, India. Amukta has worked to 
bring quality education to government schools. She started on a small scale, without expectation of 
the level of success. Amukta traced the development of the project as it scaled up and spread to 
other states resulting in a happy Minister of Education.  
 
After lunch, Dr. Prithika Chary returned to offer a second presentation on adolescents and the 
chemistry of love. This was an insightful and entertaining look at how hormones shape our behavior.  
Dr. Prithika also spoke on the ageing brain and introduced some natural products from our kitchens 
that can play a helpful role in addressing aspects of ageing.  
 
At the end of the day the group said goodbye to Philip O’Brien. Participants were then able to join 
local women to learn how to make floral decorations. This was followed by a whole group celebratory 
dance around the decorations on the lawn and then an outside dinner.   
	  

 
 



Tuesday 09 Aug 2016 
 
 
Lynne Lawrence opened the morning session with a quote from Mario Montessori. Jennifer Moore 
from South Africa explained that it was National Women’s Day in her country and invited us to reflect 
on the important role of women. Charo Alarcon, the School Director at Lumin Wesley Rankin 
Community School gave the first presentation of the day: Montessori Principles for Communities in 
Poverty. She shared the story of the work being done at Lumin Bachman Lake Community School.  
The school’s work begins with parents during pregnancy and provides parent education for families 
with infants and toddlers. Charo explained the challenges and successes of her work in the bilingual 
community and how it has evolved over time. She offered the key points: start young, and involve 
parents.    
 
After morning tea, the participants broke into their workshop groups for further work on developing 
EsF grounding principles.  This continued after lunch until the Open Space session, which offered two 
presentations.  The first presentation was given by EsF participant, John Hemanth Kumar Gaddam, 
who works as an applied psychologist, with children at risk.  John shared his experiences and 
reminded participants of the importance of Knowing Thyself. The second presentation was given by 
Michael Monteiro who took the EsF group photo.  Michael spoke of his experiences working with 
Divya Disha, an NGO established in 1987, that seeks to be an agent of change, empowering 
individuals and organisations in their journey toward holistic development. Michael’s stories from the 
streets involving HIV/Aids, drugs, crime, slums, child labour, child abuse and many other issues struck 
a chord with participants.   
 
Following the Open Space presentations, participants were able to attend one of three Workshops on 
Adolescence, Technology or Aged Care.   
 

	  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 



Wednesday 10 Aug 2016 
 
 
Lynne Lawrence opened the morning session with a quote from Maria Montessori’s Education and 
Peace. Pooja Velji, one of the EsF participants, sang a prayer song in Hindi.  Lynne introduced some 
additional guests for the day.  Lynne then shared the Pearls of the Day and addressed housekeeping 
matters.   
 
Louis-Georges Arsenault, UNICEF representative to India, spoke on Early Childhood Education and 
Community Empowerment.  He argued that in order to address social issues, education is the most 
important solution in the early years, but it is an area in which NGOs have yet to be successful. He 
shared some statistics on attendance, dropout rates and educational outcomes in schools and early 
child centres in different parts of India. 
 
Megan Davies from the Indaba Montessori Academy in Lynedoch Ecovillage in Stellenbosch, South 
Africa spoke on Montessori in Early Childhood Development as a Pathway to Community 
Development. The village is a mixed income setting with a crèche that mainly serves farm worker 
children and is associated with the Sustainability Institute. Megan described some of the opportunities 
associated with the development of the Academy as well as some of the challenges. 
    
After lunch, the participants broke into workshop groups on Sustainable Development Goals (Uma 
Ramani) and Dementia (Anne Kelly) to progress group projects.   
 
In the afternoon session, the Working Groups reported back presenting finalised documents for 
Essential Principles and Core Values, the Preparation of Educateurs, and video examples of capturing 
stories. 
 
At the end of the day, many of the participants joined in traditional and modern games before dinner 
that included flying kites, hopscotch, Ludo, catapults, marbles and games with beads and stones.   
	  

	  
	  
 
 



Thursday 11 Aug 2016 
 
 
Lynne Lawrence opened the morning session with the Pearls and a quote from Chapter 2 of Maria 
Montessori’s Education and Peace.  Gifts of chocolate from Monica Ferri of Ecuador and bookmarks 
from Maxine Swensson of New Zealand were shared between participants. Jacquie Maughan gave 
the first presentation of the day on Montessori within Indigenous Communities. Jacquie described her 
work with native Americans in Alaska and other states. She also spoke about the efforts of other 
dedicated Montessorians who have undertaken indigenous projects, explaining the reasons why 
these projects have such cultural and social importance.   
 
The group celebrated the 24th birthday of Nagarjun Karnatakam from Andhra Pradesh with a cake 
and later in the day, a giant group selfie. The participants then broke into their workshop groups to 
continue discussions and projects.  After lunch further workshop opportunities were offered including 
a Fundraising 101 workshop with Mary Caroline Parker. In the Open Space session, 16-year-old 
Anushree Shirish Gupte gave a presentation on the Montessori Model United Nations (MMUN) and 
International Youth Earth Summit (iYES). She traced the development of these two comprehensive 
initiatives for children and youth that began ten years ago and that now serve millions of children all 
over the world. 
 
Lynne then gave an update on progress at the Corner of Hope project in Kenya.  Prisca Chacha and 
Matesha Sembuche joined her to speak on their work in Tanzania.  Lynne closed the day and the 
India group continued their ongoing dialogue with a further meeting. Following this, the Hyderabadi 
Muslim children of Taraporewallas Montessori House of Children invited participants to meet and 
mingle with them in a cultural evening before dinner.   
	  
 

 
 
 



Friday 12 Aug 2016 
 
 
Lynne Lawrence opened the morning session of the final day with a quote from one of Montessori’s 
lectures to trainees in India in 1941. Gunnita Malhotra sang a universal mantra.  Samantha Vejay then 
presented a draft statement from the Sustainability Workshop that responded to the United Nations 
Sustainable Development Goals. A discussion unfolded in relation to refining the basis and language 
of the document. Sharon Lickerman presented the draft document from the Working Group 
addressing the essential principles and core values of EsF. She took notes on comments from 
participants in order that the document could continue to be refined. Lauren Proulx then presented 
the draft document from the Working Group addressing the preparation of the Educateur.  She also 
took notes of comments from participants. There was general agreement that these documents were 
a beginning from which to continue working in order to have a more refined co-created document 
ready for the Congress in 2017.  
 
Uma Ramani summarised the achievements of the India group over the course of the Assembly to 
form a network of people in the field moving forward.  Keiko Sawada shared a video of the Peace 
Boat (Ref: www.pbkodomonoie.jp) on which she had worked.  Victoria Barres confirmed that the 
Montessori program on the Peace Boat was developed by Fukatso Takako following her attendance 
at an earlier EsF Assembly.  
 
After lunch, Megan Tyne offered a review of how we can expand our work to bring it to more children.  
She highlighted the paradox of the power of one, but that we can’t do it alone. The work of 
constructing nodes and networks to build a digital platform is in progress.  Megan talked about how 
the EsF proceedings are being uploaded to facilitate connection.  
 
André Roberfroid then gave his concluding remarks.  He explained it was a challenge to wrap up the 
extensive work that had been undertaken during the Assembly. However, he brought the participants 
back to children as the unifying force between all cultures and religions. André issued a challenge.  
We are far too small to have much impact yet, but we must continue to study Montessori principles, 
prepare ourselves and spread the word.  He thanked Lynne Lawrence for her leadership, noting her 
obvious love for children. Lynne then thanked the many people who had made the Assembly 
possible, particularly the Indian Montessori community. She thanked Ruth Leano, the local UNICEF 
representative who was in attendance as a special guest.  
 
Participants were then invited to share their personal reflections of this EsF Assembly.  Lynne read out 
her last slide with words from cosmologist Brian Swimme, from The Hidden Heart of the Cosmos.  
The Assembly was then invited to join together in a circle for final song Stand By Me.  Following drinks 
and then dinner, the participants began to say goodbye and give final hugs before departures.   
 
 
 
 
 
 
	  


